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(2) #BB¥8-2 94 1 5 6
2

l9!H*B»#M««0ftfflJi^SA*-r*SS 1 ©A*¥a

ttfflftffsiairr* - 1stHRtrssfisa.

So

mrta^-vu >^«^©fMHf*£;uj-r*ss2©Aa
^a^wen,

Mo

**k©i*j£«W£u *jsra©x^iiifn&«e

[f#*S6] |ft*ai7155©(r>m*»IC*^T.

iwa«i»#aia#aj4. g^fsncifA^ns o~ 2 f@

©!B-^XteX^-X£^T5~8ffi&&W41 Offi©

k:. iMEX^«©+^6^«fi»#«si*«ita-r*
Clt^ltmi-r^^ftgSo

ittjfa^f§#*tfflta^ate. *=?ibk:»a;s 0~ 2 <i

©ta^X«X^-XS^^T 5-8 ffi©§c?(C <k 0«fi£

l&E*IHMHlllffi*&tt. Sc^C#A$tlS0~2fi
©fB*fXttX^-7.£|Sfc^Tl 0«r®»^K:±r)ffljS$

anfcBttc, iMs^nta©*fr&ffiE*B#«?ifHi&

[Brass 9] nra8B67iM8©tim*»ic*if»T.

flWEflMSS^affl^fttt. 5~8*fr**Wil Olff©ft

^mfcJfASnailJBB^ M7X X7
•7 ->3.©^1*n*»T»S^#^SISSnfcB#fc:, itfifE*

^ti?«©+ *> 6fflEW£#fHffSBSffltBT3

a*an/t*^flffl©4i*»e.«B##*ift£A*-r-&ii

sexist.

ti»*a 1 1 ] m^m 1 75s 1 0 ©^-rn^tctj^
T.

Lfctfr©Pfffl«*»fflT*Pfffl««Mffli:bT«ffla

ura&s 1 2 ] ii^s 1 715 1 1 ©wm^c*^
20 x.

HtifSSffl^ati. «l£«M^A*3tt;t^->^|6jtt©

1 3 ] 1 75s 1 1 ©^-rn^tr*^
T.

mxm 1 4] mummmn <o^-rm^\z^

bmhcibb&iwii]

[0 0 0 1]

^TSgfigB. «itft-yf. FM^g&Mgffig

[0 0 0 2]

40 a^T-5dt©-Ci#-o5^->!jr^SbT^-5o

[0 0 0 3] ^-v-v©3r^tt, ^-vt

[0 0 0 4] d©fc». ^-fi'JUt^SXtC.kO^jt^
50 #lca!«©|BBSt>«BJ4-HI»BK:*fr
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(3) #ffl¥8-2 94 1 56
4

[0 0 0 5] C©«ri\ X*flM§ft*«LT*?RT*a
fISBiUT. FM*«ttS6«Sfl|*ll*«»6tlTlrJ

*. c©FM*w»aso«iBN-iiK:±ntf, fm^m

ic^snscit^igans. tot, ciwnv-v-r
Jl^U^lXMu/ir-vO^Ktt, 37-:x-WPSfc

-y*aiflrr-BiMib»o. c©i§£t;:tefiA©mi£#

[0 0 0 6] S^tCffitDSftattibT. ilffffiM&S:

5lfl|bT«wt'«8lt*«*'3. *<01OtLT*-^-K

**K«B#*»1WB#£*tt5«£t>*0, £©*£(;:

[0007] fcT. *«w©BWfr4tr^«. a

[0008] *aH0tt®gtttt. g{f£*i£&«©£

[0 0 0 9]

u>*«*«Mr*^*u>^flra$wi*Ri:. *

[ooio] c©»i««fcj:ntf, ***rk:t»i

[ooii] ni3fia2©»iflTtt, nmmnmmomth

£©*£. tiHreffltu^Rtt. »i©a**s*»

[0 0 12] H#«3©»JJTli. «ISS^ttfcti#®(C

[0 0 13] «3lSB4 056WTtt. ^-f-\"J>^f^©

£©»£. ^T-U>4fflMWB£*Rtt, Sg2©
A*J^R*» e»©^flm^©A^ T»flWWfsSIU6

[0 0 14] M#?|5<D3WiTtt. *S«K:*jS3ttfc

*#R*R»*Tlr>*. £©*£. «K##«ffi^S(i>

[0 0 15] M#5l6~9©#3Wlltt. £**«©+*»
?.*ISS^1fffiS:iEa»CffltilT4fcJ6©«M#^14l±i^

R©«J**£*l/rt>«.
[0 0 16] M*qi6©891tt. «IS#^tiNBT$>5C

BX'S-XfcBfc^T, 5~8fir&*Wil 0ffi©&3=T

Httl^flJT*oTT|f*fl#Satrt|B#*, 7

4«r©fcJ6, S/hT5ffi, ftAT8ffiT*-5. ftoT,

£©&^©«T&£fJBr-f-g> «B#*T?**a»§

»o. 1AT* o, s&HHck-aTtt
to £<E**flj^j&*>«£"b*«. «£#5flltt

iLTtt. BPMUCi*Aaft*0~2fflO|B*XttX^

4.

[0 0 17] ffi«97(09ena. 5~8ffi©IS¥lC«tO

Jifttt. W*H»**35ttv»«^Ktt. -e©5feffl-ca&5

so [0018] n 8 ©»^«. «ts#*fa< i o
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(4) 4WP8-2 9 4 1 5 6
6

±±&mt<&?OT&ZZ.tfrt>. Z\tl*WfttZZ.t

[0 0 19] 11*119(0^3:. &^C}*A£ft3fE
/W7>, v;x©ftn^T&-2>;i

££. «§g##T<&SiIi:©£#<hL-0>-5. CtX^

[0020] si*«i ocd^hju. x^w^&gft-rs

SfgJtA;^©.!:. ffi££nfc«I£#*t©&*tC*«;£

[0021] w;jygi lro^Ttt. mib^-vu^

zmrmmgmwtLxmznx^z. z.n\z

[0022] rnmi 2<Dmm\t, gmwrf^-is*

[0 0 2 3] W*gl 3<Dmm. Sftg^FM^g

[0 0 2 4] M$9Il 4©JMHtt» gftggtfjififfil

[0 0 2 5]

[0 0 2 6] 01 tea. arc 1 2 £{f

Afc^-^-V 1 O*50^$tlT^^. 1^0 (A) lt*y

t-^aifliWffc*»t**jR***«*sn. ma (b> c

[0 0 2 7] d©^-v^ 10KB. ffi¥ft«£ttd>£

TUtfjStl, HREWWiiLT©

>^{i^&a—«f©twists:**w?T*4*Wtt

[0 0 2 8] 1 0fcl4W;UiWts«2 0

T^*. ^<7)|ftf^aB2 OtLT. ;E-H^^>2 2, 'J

8ififfiZionX^Z. t-Ftf*^ 2tt, ®E©ON
-OFFjgft. ^W«;t-^yDf^h^l:i
f££n-5fc©T&-5. U-H^>2 4tt, ^•y-fe-v'

[0 0 2 9] m**> 2 8 i^*tttt©ttlttt«l&T

SO. #SJg0rai#©2-2©$tg£;rt5. *oio
«. «*asi 2ic**anfc/yt-i^iMBo«f*»6.

^SiUTfflt^ns. ti&WlOtt. Ell (B) ICtkT

20 gj&enfc&tc •fyiss.mvftmftttx-h-tzw,
2<DAt)^®tLx®m?z. *mmmt, %m#s>>
2 8$. *iai«l2«OA*¥S4:l/T*fflUT^*

K#©#*>©«^©l^£fc>ttK:J:DJIIl. S§2©A

[0 0 3 0] Jfcfc. 02£#B1UT, *s/-fe-5>©3MI

[0 0 3 1] 0 2JC^-r«k'5(CJ:©^-v5t 1 Ott, ffl

30 #ffli]©m i onmm 5 o a»&A*sftfc.* vt-sw*

[0 0 3 2] i©^-^+10tt. /•y-tr-vSfflt-

[0 0 3 3] S«gB3 2tt. JBl©«IStt5 0A^AA
an. «a»c«ftsnfc^yfe-5?flMift. 7>t=-^-

40 1 4 £:rt-LTg{rf•£>*>©-?$>£. *SIJfi0tJT«. s«
S153 2R^7>71^1 4tr«fll#Rft«WiLTl»4.

d©§figi53 2 ictt^isgK3 4*t^an. flmno 2

s.

[0 0 3 4] !WMI$3 OtCtt. SS^ffl^ffl^^'JTfe

SROM3 6t. &&m$1fi*l1&riiRAM 3 8 ttftittil

$nT^S. ROM3 6lCtt,

«*it«B»^«iibt- Hftsaarr*fc

»©§aya^7A^f21ganT^5. RAM3 8
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(5) ^¥8-2 94 1 5 6
8

^©^©^yil-v^&SWi^©^^
fflsn&ttis#*tra$B£fEig-r5*>©-e&£. :®ra
M3 8it mm^tDmih^notzibiDu-^y^

^

[0 0 3 5] #iJ£gB4 0te. RAM3 8^^^*tb$n
fc* y*-S^©*©S#StfE#fre>£5X¥flHI

0©$df9f'S^ROM3 6Ci2tS$nfc

3 0. ROM3 6. RAM3 8 RtPf^gB 4 0T, «§£ w

[0 0 3 6] ^g«g|J4 2tt. W£W4 0 tCTfg^SfcSlS

se^x. *^jfi^jTtt^fflgS4 2 ixtf-* 1 6 tx?

««*©*. *fc«. iMsao^-wsKSTys'aflt

[0 0 3 7] I1©J;3K:, &<Bffi4 2&l?tH*£4lffi£

[0 0 3 8] 1 0KT£(tSn*>«yfe 30

3 fcsr«t ? ic. mi ©sk$ 5

o

krw snfc o ~

9

a. nsmn. p*»&i*©#?©ft, *^*^-»*^«

[0039] crosasss^ns^y-t-^roio©^

[0 040]
ran j

ffi 3! * y -fe - v
Tfi3t7 * ftl ?P tsar?

-g- Hh rts
13* B r$ -fir

0 1
T c 1 1 1

1 1 1 n A 1; 3

0 2 0 K 1 2 N O
0 3 r 1J # h * 1 3

0 4 1 4

0 5 1 5

0 6 1 6

0 7 1 7

0 8 1 8

0 9 1 9

1 0 2 0

[0 0 4 1] fi«»ftatl«^!yfe-5?©ffi©10©^

-f^**, Te©«2fcjRfgtf£*y-fc-y-T?**.

[0 04 2]

«2]

e * «
3 1

3 2

3 3 7X2>x;u

3 4

3 5

3 6

3 7

3 8

3 9

4 0

[0043] c©««a»anfc^yir-y6Wi.fc: ib.

SSl©«B«5 0ft^UTasaX«62S*ii36«T*
*. £©*££«. TBB©»3K:jRr«k5fc. ffartW

*»&tt*2ffi©***A*f*JlfC. jRl©«fitt5

[0 0 4 4]

K3]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0

1 7 •> X it A B C D E

2 -h F G H I J

3 V K L M N O

4 h P Q R S T

5 * U V W X Y

6 t:
7 z

7 /

8

9 U

0 9 >
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[0045] #mm&m$, »^«B##©»^i«fcjf

[0 0 4 6]

[*4]

«(*a* IB

*4 /W 7>
* 5 (

* 6 )

* 7

*8 /

[0 0 4 7] $61:, ^^^-tr-v.

©&*^ ns#. ^n6*««ig#^2b*iifiB#

[0 048]
»5]
a ft a a
* 1 * 1

* 2 * 2 7 'J -9- KG>B8*8

* 3 7 'J -9 - K<Z>**7

#

[0 0 4 9] ^tl6fflSl~S50rt§tt, 02(^1"
ROM3 6 tC^ftaBtSSnTt-i-S.

[0 0 5 0] -£UT. f§l©ttf£fl85 0£?>bT,
«TTEL-fe3 0 3-9 9 9 9-9 9 9 9j SA^L
fe^*^(c«. S4 (a) icTfrtzstamBizmfrtfi

A^nsc ticks. £©ffi. mtf tw^^m

(B) fcwtttRWEWAASniiliCa:*.
[0 0 5 1] E 1 fc^T^-^-v 1 0 KliJUTlg

[0 0 5 2] £?\ ilCil-^-ytlOfflt-K*

-z?V 1 0©ffflfSB3 Ott&aHKl 2S«SB»bT.

3 0tt. ^y-t-y*fl»«»r3fc3&»2*»*«WfT* (X

^7^3) . JBl©«B«5 0S^UTA*anfc^y
-fe-vW. ^-^f 1 0©7>x:M 4Sr^LT§{fgB
3 2 KT*«S*lfc«£Ctt. *©*flHMR)fi«tMI»3

4tCTffiia$n. RAM 3 8 dfBIS^tlSilitC&S.

mvn3 o kt* yt-y*«3Wianfctflijeanfc»
£Ctt (X^-y^3*iYES) . MM3 0 ttfgflg|54

2*ffil(i$(fflIUT, Xtf-#1 6£fl-l/T, /y-fe-v

#s«sn&B©#are«B-r*;:iictt* (x^y
4) . c©#fcj:*iwaKftjtT. *«-y+io§#ft
wftattazi-bT**. s&cMmooii. xry
•?4<DW}fttmfiLT> mi (A) \Z7fi?±31;:,

SKI 2te*y-fc-5>©rtg**ST*C£fcfcS
v75) .

[0 0 5 3] ^yfe-SW5^an&*^fc»&
Ktt Ut7^3*«NO) , mdWSB3 0tt/7t-yffl

flSB;E-Hir**j6»5*»&tiJWr-& (Xry^6) . ft

10 *5. #SQ£#JTtt. *xy75lCT*yi»-i>!W£jS68

-r o fsn-^cta o$a e> ^ tc& r>th
-5. ±$©^yHz-v©fi61g ;&-F<htt. nWrWh\z®
>0&Z.*>tltc&. Ml > 2 4XB'J
- > 2 6 *»A*anfc«^K»i, fsraas 3 0

[0 0 5 4] Z ;ry73RZfi7.f-yy6tfmzNOT&
5#&Ktt. Xx-v^2CM-pT«^gBl 2»X*W5B#

20 *&Ktt. f&Rflffi3 0ttRAM3 8£7£-fe;*LT, j&

^7t-^SSt5Ct&5 Ut-^7'5) .

7,7-yZf7 <D$mtfNOT~3i>Z>M&\Z\t. Xf'y^2

[0 0 5 5] StrSB 1 2 fcj* -y-k—>'^^$nfc^.
SWffllgB 3 0 tt. JB 1 ©Art^Hrr y 2 8 ifi

30 >2 8*^^nfc*-&tCtt. fiJffllSB 3 0 ttRAM 3 8

©IMH*j#*7*-fc*bT. «&#*©4ft*£frK
JEBM 0KT«S#*T**a»S*»*W6U

[0 0 5 6] Xxy7p8Xtt^xy7p 9rospJBf^NOT

*S«-&ttt. XT7-/1 3(C^ffLT. ;*s/-fe->W

y^y79©fl»WYEST&.5«£fctt, ©]ffllgl53 0

ctss u-ryyi o) „

[0 0 5 7] C©&. M0M3Ott. *2©A*|^»T

fy^ii) . m*5>>2 8*^$nfc«-&tctt.
IM1MS3 Ottttfflanfc«*jfe«B#^©ft*©»*i

*f«f*yy->afll**. 38««4 2 ift^Xt;-* 1 6

*^LT»flrr*J:5fi:»(flir4 Ur-yT'l 2) . 7.

e-* 1 6iOSt!:f.tlfcy-y->affl^tt, B2©ttl§
^5 2(cA^^tlT. C©m2©m^ffi5 2«tOtS^5fe

so ©»1©«S« 5 0 £«*-*-& Cifcfc*.
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[0 0 5 8] ^niCiO, ^-v* 1 0©Hfr&£«. ^

^A7rt-5 £<!:&<, ffi^£i£6ttfc>yir-v©rt

[0 0 5 9] 2 lCT7V>a(l*t#f£fi£n
»*W^T'^8, 9X(J1 l©*iJ#r#NOT-

m$ftfcWB##a«-j£j(i!w«7Rsnfc*»5*>*«(w
« Uf-Vfl 3) . B-rt*j&*SBS«l 2K-JBBIS)

*^^nfe^«. ^-s^ i o©«isa*ON-e&-5iE9

(Xf77'l 4**NO) , ^T-yy2fcMt)T±jfi©il

[0 0 6 0] X\Z, a5l;^f7^9TOffl^l
l£#^©tt£tSlM£t;:tH>T. 06©7D-?ljt'-K£#
HbTBMHT*.
[0061] iroffi^migs^roffltat- Ktt. mm

6B3 0#, mZ-&RAM3 8\Z$Z&2Wc&g*yt-
Wm&79tt U *JJ£»4 0 fcT«B##T**3&»
SA»6flj£-r4j:tT?fTt>n*. *)fWB3 0tt.

RAM 3 8 IZtmZtltciSntvt—sWz, gSc3=. 15

6>fc* 5ffiJ^±©a^TS^1»^#ffi1-S
*»S*»*f"JSff4 Ufy^l) . 5«fH±tbfc©

T 4 flrfflS^fciOAT. &ri6*E#a*«<£ 1

[0 0 6 2] ftJM 3 0 t4. 7° 1 ©WBf*iY E S

±T*¥T?***»S*»*flWr* 0*7^72) „ CI©

*xy7"2T©ffl»r#YES£fc5#&£UTtt, T4

$«m§S©«l£#^fci:©«£fc£;);ft5.

[0 0 6 3] £IM3 0lt Xxy7"2T© !
l
iiJ»r^YE

fcBE*ta< 0 ~ 2 fflT* -5^Sri^JUrT3 (7,x y 7*

3) . H«t, m©«s«5o**LTAaaft*-

4«r©S^S:tt^)'5fcJ6(C. /W7>, 7,7->->a, *

a^t^frfcttTI^S. £©£«>, 7,x->7*3T«. ft

*2ffl©IE*^*nTt>4*^a»S*WrU 3«2U:

sctc&s. «±©^ttt. yj-n^fr. m^m
m<DM^mz t>#ilLTSA5 £ <hT'£ -5.

[0 0 6 4] ia#tf*0 ©#&£«. {K|*J4"1 Offi

©«a##*a^bTAn**&t>#A^n4*^T»

14. »«#^tT4«f®S^i©WicA-f yyis.E<m

[0 0 6 5] $!lffl!gB3 0te, Xt-u/7"3©^M^YES

5~8ffiT»*a>5a»£fflWf* (XT77*
4) . 5«©«#t»4. j&ra#©ft'hff%ftSlflr©4§

8tfT©iI-&t(4. a«S#©ftfeffi**«JfcSC

©±'5t4«r©t|^TJfe4. Xxy7'4©*lJ^tYES

*©**©aaro«o -zhzfrm^mman
* ttf 5/7" 5) . iti^#^©^H«^T01?^^fc

[0 0 6 6] Xr-y7
,4©«(W»NOT»*«^C»4,

**>s*»w»fan* (xf77"6) . HRmtt. 7>j-

^*JU**W4«*WS©«£K:tt. ft?©ffift(4ft

*1 OfirT&SJIt^'S, £©Xx^7'6©ifl)»fS:ff'5

£tt?mS##T*5C4:©flt*tt*^e)CiS!S«>. IB

^£^fcgc?#5~8ffiT-&<. riO. 1 OtfJT-fc^

20 »r$*is 0 -75, 7xxy7°6T*©¥iM#YEST&-5*§

(Xfy7"7) . Xxy 7*6 ©W»r#YES ©}§-&£

14, *©x^fl»««tt&^Ji#6^ty«^ir»**». 7 J

-^-^©mfss^T-ife-ST^ &«t>i4$#/B«£©

£<tT, «ii§s^TSb5^§^©«isnt**«fc0ii5asc:

[0 0 6 7] X^?/7*5*S^f4Xxy7p 7T©^J»f*J

30 YEST»5*&t(4. -€"©X^ffi^RAM3 8frb

[0068] 6U:©«ifpttT5i:tTT. «*.tfisi©

«IS«5 0*»6AAanfc€*^yt-y*«H4 (A)

©*£fctt, rTEL-feaj fc«< i o«f©**ft*tr

*. *©fi*^yt-y*«H4 (B) ©«£»;:

tt. * y*- 5>t>© 4 «t&{I14«!S#^T-&^t

«

io [0 0 6 9] &*3. tsts$nfces^u/-tr-v'4,^6tt
B»^fl»«*ttta-r

*

WJE^t- y 7*i:bTl4, 03 6 tc^

ffc©(C|Sg^$n?)fc©Tl47S^. 06©7D-^^-
h Tf4. ttffi$nfcS??f*«*»«K»#T»5 d <h©51

IH4*<i:0S»Sfc«&C. &a©!PJ©r7.^->'7"&ffl^T

£©^*^^BS-r-5CtA^Tfr-5. S&Sli

(4. m6\ZKmmzf-v7<D-ffl\zftx.T. &z>wt

*4. «Atf. «^S^©Sc^rB1^tt«SfB^i:LT-

50 3^-51,^47.^-X©f6jn^Tfe-5£i:^e. 7>fy7"
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(8) #$^8-2 9 4 1 5 6
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3 CTI&££tt-5fB^A*. ±iH©ftna>fflt>©Tfc5£:

^ y*-v+©mi§#^©#i,£.

«<*£©««£ fijffl bT. W£#^©ft&tB»jf££faHt;

[0 0 7 0] &i3. ±IS*Jg^J«. £ffl£fflanTH3

#©*r**«±e «AfiBIB«e®«#.

nc« cxnmxj-v ys«smtf«t^».
[0 0 7 1] ClcoiotLTffltB^nfcttigS^tt. #J

xJfUl (B) (^-r«kolc, **8B1 2K^an
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[Title of the Invention] RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR
RECEIVING CHARACTER INFORMATION
[Claims]

[Claim 1] A reception apparatus comprising:
a reception means for receiving character

information;
a display means for displaying a received

character information;
a telephone -number- extracting means for

extracting information on a telephone number from said

received character information; and
a dialing-signal-generating means for generating

dialing signals each representing a numerical character

in said extracted telephone number in a format of a

telephone set and making a phone call using said dialing

signals.
[Claim 2] *A reception apparatus according to claim

1, further comprising a first input means for inputting a

command to extract information on a phone number; wherein

said the telephone-number-extracting means extracts

information on a telephone number as said command to

extract information on said phone number waited for so

far is received from said first input means.

[Claim 3] A reception apparatus according to claim 1

or 2, wherein after said telephone-number-extracting
means extracts information on a telephone number,

information displayed by said display means is changed to

a message indicating that a phone call will be made by

using the extracted telephone number.
[Claim 4] A reception apparatus according to any one

of claims 1, 2 and 3, further comprising a second input

means for inputting a command to make a phone call by

outputting dialing signals; wherein said dialing-signal-

generating means generates dialing signals as said

command to make a phone call by outputting dialing

signals waited for so far is received from said second

input means

.

[Claim 5] A reception apparatus according to any one

of claims 1 to 4 , further comprising a third input means

for receiving an input specifying a start point of a

phone number included in character information displayed

on the display means; wherein said telephone-number-

extracting means determines an end point of said phone

number starting at the start point specified by said

received input and extracts a piece of character

information between said start point and said end point

as a phone number

.
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[Claim 6] A reception apparatus according to any one

of claims 1 to 5, wherein said telephone-number

-

extracting means forms a judgment on a condition for
information on a phone number to be regarded as
information on a correct phone number by determining
whether or not said information on a phone number
consists of 5 to 8 numerical -character digits or 10

numerical -character digits excluding 0 to 2 symbols or
spaces inserted between said numerical -character digits,

and extracts said information on a phone number from said
character information if said condition is judged to be
satisfied.

[Claim 7] A reception apparatus according to claim
6, wherein said telephone-number-extracting means forms a

judgment on said condition by determining whether or not

said information on a phone number consists of 5 to 8

numerical -character digits excluding said 0 to 2 symbols

or spaces and the top numerical character is not 0, and
extracts said information on a phone number from said
character information if said condition is judged to be

satisfied.
[Claim 8] A reception apparatus according to claim

6, wherein said telephone-number-extracting means forms a

judgment on said condition by determining whether or not

a phone number consisting of 10 numerical -character
digits excluding said 0 to 2 symbols or spaces has the

top numerical character of 0, and extracts said
information on a phone number from said character
information if said condition is judged to be satisfied.

[Claim 9] A reception apparatus according to any one

of claims 6 to 8 , wherein said telephone -number-
extracting means forms a judgment on said condition by
determining whether or not each of said symbols inserted

between 5 to 8 or 10 numerical characters of said phone

number is a hyphen, a parenthesis or a slash, and

extracts said information on a phone number from said"

character information if said condition is judged to be

satisfied.
[Claim 10] A reception apparatus comprising:

a reception means for receiving character
information;

a display means for displaying said received
character information;

a specif ication- inputting means for inputting a

specification specifying a phone number included in said

displayed character information; and
a dialing-signal-generating means for generating



dialing signals each representing a numerical character
in said specified telephone number in a format of a

telephone set and making a phone call using said dialing
signals

.

[Claim 11] A reception apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 10, wherein said dialing-signal-
generating means also serves as a calling- sound-
generating means for generating a calling sound
indicating reception of said character information.

[Claim 12] A reception apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 11, wherein said reception means
receives a message for a pager from a telephone set as
said character information.

[Claim 13] A reception apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 11, wherein said reception means
receives a transmitted FM multiplexed broadcast radio
wave conveying said character information multiplexed
therein

.

[Claim 14] A reception apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 11, wherein said reception means
receives a transmitted communication-satellite radio wave
conveying said character information multiplexed therein.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]

[Field of the Invention]
The present invention relates to a reception

apparatus such as a pager, an FM multiplexed broadcast
receiving apparatus or a communication satellite radio
wave receiving apparatus for receiving character
information and displaying the received information.

[0002]
[Prior Art and Problem to be Solved by the Invention]

In recent years, there has been becoming popular
a pager capable of receiving a variety of messages from a

telephone set and displaying each of the messages. In

particular, messages received and displayed by a pager
are recently not limited to a telephone number, but can

also be a text composed of katakana and alphabetical
characters

.

[0003]
By the way, when the user of a pager sees a

telephone number included in a message displayed on a

display unit of the pager, the user is capable of making
a call to a conversation partner while referring to the

phone number displayed on the display unit.
[0004]



For this reason, the user is prone to an

incorrect dialing operation. In particular, an incorrect

dialing operation carried out at dead of night may result

in an inadvertent phone call to an ordinary home and give

the home much annoyance

.

[0005]
As described above, an FM multiplexed broadcast

receiving apparatus may serve as a reception apparatus

for receiving character information and displaying the

received information. In accordance with an

implementation plan of FM multiplexed broadcasting,

character information will be transmitted by multiplexing

the information in an FM audio signal. The character

information is expected to include a variety of

commercials and messages each inviting a request for a

popular song. Normally, a commercial includes a phone

number of an enterprise issuing the commercial whereas a

request -inviting message includes a phone number of a

broadcasting station supposed to handle a request for a

popular song. Also in this case, the user of an FM

multiplexed broadcast receiving apparatus may make a

phone call to the enterprise or the broadcasting station

while referring to a telephone number displayed on a

display unit of the FM multiplexed broadcast receiving

apparatus. In addition, there is also a plan allowing a

personal message to be transmitted by using the FM

multiplexed broadcasting. With such a plan implemented,

a telephone number of an individual can be displayed on a

reception apparatus of a specific partner or the

individual. Also in this case, the partner owning the

reception apparatus must refer to a telephone number

displayed on the display unit of the reception apparatus

in order to make a phone call to the number.

[0006]
Also as described above, a communication

satellite radio wave receiving apparatus may serve as

another reception apparatus for receiving a

communication- satellite broadcast and displaying the

received broadcast. A typical communication satellite

radio wave receiving apparatus is known as a car

navigation system. The car navigation system transmits

information on traffic congestion or the like by using a

communication-satellite radio wave. There is a plan to

use the car navigation system for also transmitting

additional character information in the future. A
communication-satellite radio wave may include a

telephone number. In this case, the same problem as what



is described above arises.
[0007]

It is thus an object of the present invention to

provide a reception apparatus capable of making a phone
call to a communication partner with a high degree of

reliability by using information on a phone number
included in received character information.

[0008]
It is thus another object of the present

invention to provide a reception apparatus capable of

dialing a phone number which is the only information
correctly extracted from a variety of received messages.

[0009]
[Means for Solving the Problem and Operation]

According to an aspect of the invention defined

in claim 1, there is provided a reception apparatus
comprising a reception means for receiving character
information; a display means for displaying a received
character information; a telephone-number-extracting
means for extracting information on a telephone number

from said received character information; and a dialing-

signal -generating means for generating dialing signals

each representing a numerical character in said extracted

telephone number in a format of a telephone set and

making a phone call using said dialing signals.

[0010]
In accordance with the reception apparatus

described above, the display means displays character

information received by the reception means and the

telephone-number-extracting means extracts information on

a telephone number from the received character
information. Then, the dialing- signal -generating means

generates dialing signals such as push signals or direct

tone signals each representing a numerical character in

the extracted telephone number in a format of a telephone

set and makes a phone call using the dialing signals. In

this way, the reception apparatus is capable of making a

phone call to a communication partner with a high degree

of reliability without requiring the user to carry out a

dial operation by using the received information on a

telephone number.
[0011]

In accordance with claim 2, the reception

apparatus provided by the present invention as described

above further has a first input means for inputting a

command to extract information on a phone number. In

this reception apparatus, the telephone-number-extracting

6



means extracts information on a telephone number as the

command to extract information on the phone number waited
for so far is received from the first input means. Thus,

a phone number can be extracted when the user operates
the first input means if necessary.

[0012]
In accordance with claim 3, in the reception

apparatus provided by the present invention, after the
telephone-number-extracting means extracts information on
a telephone number, information displayed by the display
means is changed to a message indicating that a phone
call will be made by using the extracted telephone
number. In this way, the user is allowed to verify the

telephone number of a communication partner before
dialing signals for the telephone number of a

communication partner are output.
[0013]

In accordance with claim 4, the reception
apparatus provided by the present invention as described
above further has a second input means for inputting a

command to make a phone call by outputting dialing
signals. In this reception apparatus, the dialing-
signal-generating means generates dialing signals as the

command to make a phone call by outputting dialing
signals waited for so far is received from the second
input means

.

[0014]
In accordance with claim 5, the reception

apparatus provided by the present invention as described

above further has a third input means for receiving an

input specifying a start point of a phone number included

in character information displayed on the display means.

In this reception apparatus, the telephone -number-
extracting means determines an end point of the phone

number starting at the start point specified by the

received input and extracts a piece of character
information between the start point and the end point as

a phone number.
[0015]

Claims 6 to 9 each describe a configuration of

the telephone-number-extracting means for extracting
information on a telephone number from character
information with a high degree of accuracy.

[0016]
In accordance with claim 6, the telephone-number-

extracting means provided by the present invention as

described above forms a judgment on a condition for



information on a phone number to be regarded as

information on a correct phone number by determining

whether or not the information on a phone number consists

of 5 to 8 numerical -character digits or 10 numerical

-

character digits excluding 0 to 2 symbols or spaces

inserted between the numerical characters.
Telephone numbers used at the present time are

a telephone number including a long-distance station-

number prefix and serving as a number for making a phone

call through an ordinary line, a free-dial telephone

number and a hand-phone telephone number, which each

consist of 10 numerical -character digits. A telephone

number excluding a long-distance station-number prefix

and serving as a number for making a phone call through

an ordinary line consists of at least 5 numerical-

character digits but does not exceed 8 numerical

-

character digits. This is because the long-distance

station-number prefix is 1 to 4 numerical -character

digits in length. Thus, by checking the number of

numerical characters included in a phone number, it is

possible to form a judgment as to whether or not the

phone number is correct with a high degree of

reliability. The number of symbols or spaces inserted

between numerical characters is 1 in a telephone number

excluding a long-distance station-number prefix and 2 in

a telephone number including a long-distance station-

number prefix. For some callers, neither such symbols

nor such spaces are used. Thus, by assuming that 0 to 2

symbols or spaces are inserted between numerical

characters in information on a telephone number, it is

possible to improve the reliability of the judgment as to

whether or not the telephone number is correct. That is,

numbers not conforming to this assumption can be judged

to be not a phone number.

In accordance with claim 7, the telephone -number-

extracting means provided by the present invention as

described above forms a judgment on a condition for

information on a phone number to be regarded as

information on a correct telephone number by determining

whether or not the information on a phone number consists

of 5 to 8 numerical-character digits and the top

numerical character is not 0. This is because, if a

long-distance station-number prefix is not included in a

phone number, the top numerical character of the phone

number must be a non 0

.

[0018]
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In accordance with claim 8, the telephone -number-
extracting means provided by the present invention as
described above forms a judgment on a condition for
information on a phone number to be regarded as
information on a correct telephone number by determining
whether or not a phone number consisting of 10 numerical

-

character digits has the top numerical character of 0

.

Because the top numerical character of the long-distance
telephone number, free -dial telephone number or hand-
phone number is always 0, it is possible to improve the
reliability of the judgment by checking the top number of

the numerical characters as to whether the numbers are to

be a telephone number.
[0019]

In accordance with claim 9, the telephone -number-
extracting means provided by the present invention as

described above forms a judgment on a condition for
information on a phone number to be regarded as

information on a correct telephone number by determining
whether or not each of the symbols inserted between
numerical characters of the phone number is a hyphen, a

parenthesis or a slash. If a symbol other than a hyphen,

a parenthesis or a slash is used, it is almost out of the

bounds of possibility that the information is information
on a phone number.

[0020]
According to the present invention defined in

claim 10, there is provided a reception apparatus
comprising a reception means for receiving character
information; a display means for displaying the received
character information; a specif icat ion- inputting means
for inputting a specification specifying a phone number
included in the displayed character information; and a

dialing- signal -generating means for generating dialing
signals each representing a numerical character in the

specified telephone number in a format of a telephone set

and making a phone call using the dialing signals.

[0021]
In accordance with claim 11, in the reception

apparatus provided by the present information as

described above, the dialing- signal -generating means also

serves as a calling-sound-generating means for generating

a calling sound indicating reception of the character
information. Thus, if the reception apparatus is used as

a pager, the pager will include a calling- sound-
generating means originally needed in the pager.

[0022]



Claim 12 defines the reception apparatus provided
by the present information as described above as a pager.
That is to say, a reception means provided on the pager
receives a message from a telephone set as character
information

.

[0023]
Claim 13 defines the reception apparatus provided

by the present information as described above as an FM
multiplexed broadcast radio wave receiving apparatus. In
this case, a reception means is configured as an FM
reception unit for receiving an FM multiplexed broadcast
radio wave conveying character information multiplexed
therein.

[0024]
Claim 14 defines the reception apparatus provided

by the present information as described above as a
communication-satellite-radio-wave-receiving apparatus

.

[0025]
[Mode for Carrying out the Invention]

The following description explains an embodiment
implementing the present invention as a pager by
referring to diagrams.

[0026]
Fig. 1 is diagrams showing the pager 10 having a

display unit 12 to serve as a display means. Diagram A
of the figure shows a display which appears on the
display unit 12 when a message is received. On the other
hand, diagram B of the figure shows a display which
appears on the display unit 12 when dialing signals such

as push signals each corresponding to a numerical
character in the phone number of a communication partner
are being output

.

[0027]
The pager 10 also includes an antenna 14 and a

speaker 16. The antenna 14 receives a message or
character information superposed on a carrier transmitted
by a telephone set of a communication partner. The
speaker 16 outputs dialing signals such as push signals
(Pi, Po, Pa etc.) each corresponding to a numerical
character in a phone number of a communication partner.

The speaker 16 also serves as a source generating a

calling sound informing the user of a received message.
It should be noted that the dialing signals are formed to

conform to a format of a telephone set . Except the push
signals mentioned above, examples of the dialing signal

are a dial -tone signal for the ordinary line and a

dialing signal for a hand phone. The pager 10 can be

10



configured so as to allow the user to select the push
signal, the dial -tone signal or the dialing signal for a
hand phone by operating the pager 10.

[0028]
The pager 10 further has an operation unit 20

which comprises a mode button 22, a return button 24, a
read button 26 and a transmit button 28. The mode button
22 is operated to turn the power supply on and off or to
protect a message. The read button 26 is operated to
verify a message or to display a message extending over
the next screen. The return button 24 is operated to
verify a message much like the read button 2 6 and to
select one among a variety of setting screens.

[0029]
The transmit button 28 is a characteristic of

this embodiment and has the following 2 functions. In

the first place, the transmit button 28 serves as a first
input means for receiving a command to extract only
information on a phone number from a message appearing on
the display unit 12. In the second place, the transmit
button 2 8 serves as a second input means for receiving a

command to transmit push signals after the screen of the
display unit 12 is changed to a message indicating that
the extracted phone number is being transmitted as shown
in diagram B of Fig. 1. Even though the transmit button
28 employed in this embodiment is used as both the first
and second input means as described above, the first and
second input means can also be provided separately. As
another alternative, the functions of the first and
second input means can each be implemented by a

combination of operations carried out on existing
buttons

.

[0030]
The following description explains a control

system for controlling reception of a message, extraction
of a telephone number of a communication partner from the

message and transmission of the telephone number by
referring to Fig. 2.

[0031]
As shown in Fig. 2, the pager 10 receives a

message from a first telephone set 50 used by a calling
party, extracts information on a phone number of a

communication partner from the message and transmits push
signals each corresponding to a numerical character in

the phone number of the communication partner to a second
telephone set 52

.

[0032]



The pager 10 is provided with a control unit 3 0

for executing control in a message reception mode, a
communication-partner-phone -number extraction mode and a
communication-partner-phone -number transmission mode

.

The control unit 30 is connected to the following
components

.

[0033]
A reception unit 32 receives a message conveyed

by a carrier from the first telephone set 50 through an
antenna 14. In this embodiment, the reception unit 32
and the antenna 14 constitute a reception means. The
reception unit 32 is connected to a demodulation unit 34

for demodulating the message superposed on the carrier.
[0034]

The control unit 3 0 is also connected to a ROM
(Read-Only Memory) 36 which data can be read out from,
and a RAM (Random-Access Memory) 3 8 which data can be
read out from and written into. The ROM 3 6 is used for
storing a variety of programs for implementing the
message reception mode, the communication-partner-phone-
number extraction mode and the communication-partner-
phone -number transmission mode. The RAM 3 8 functions as
a display memory for the display unit 12 as well as a

memory for storing a predetermined number of messages and
information on phone numbers extracted from the messages.
The RAM 3 8 also functions as a working memory for
extracting a phone number.

[0035]
A judgment unit 4 0 forms a judgment as to whether

or not character information comprising numerical
characters and symbols is a telephone number of a

communication partner. The character information is

extracted from a message read out from the RAM 38. The
judgment is formed by executing judgment steps stored in
the ROM 3 6 in advance in accordance with control executed
by the control unit 30. Thus, in this embodiment, the
control unit 30, the ROM 36, the RAM 3 8 and the judgment
40 constitute a phone -number- extracting means. The
judgment steps executed by the judgment unit 40 will be
described later by referring to a flowchart shown in Fig.

6 .

[0036]
After the judgment unit 40 verifies that the

character information comprising numerical characters and
symbols is a telephone number of a communication partner,
a transmission unit 42 generates push signals each
corresponding to a numerical character in the phone



number and transmits the push signals by way of the

speaker 16. Thus, in this embodiment, the transmission
unit 42 and the speaker 16 constitute a dialing- signal

-

generating means. The transmission unit 42 also serves

as a means for generating a calling sound for informing
the user that the pager 10 has received a message. The
transmission unit 42 typically generates push signals as

dialing signals. In this case, a push signal is

generated as a single -frequency combination of a

plurality of types. Thus, the calling sound can be

generated as the same sound as a certain push signal, as

a single- frequency sound composing a certain push signal

or as a different single- frequency combination of a

plurality types from the push signal.
[0037]

By using the transmission unit 42 also as a

calling- sound-generating unit as described above, the

circuit configuration can be made simple. In addition,

it is not necessary to take the trouble to provide a

transmission unit for implementing an automatic dialing

function.
[0038]

A message received by the pager 10 is explained

as follows. As shown in Fig. 3, the first telephone set

5 0 has the ten keys marked with the numbers 0 to 9, a key

marked with the * asterisk symbol and a key marked with

the # sharp symbol. A message entered via the first

telephone set 5 0 may include a string of numerical
characters expressing typically a phone number or a time

and a string of characters such as katakana or

alphabetical characters. Character information other

than numbers can be cataloged as a shortened form in

advance

.

[0039]
A type of message cataloged as a shortened form

is provided for predetermined messages which are listed

in Table 1 as follows.
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[0040]
[Table 1]

Predetermined messages

Message

Number
Message Description

Message

Number
Message Description

01 Call me 11 Send a fax

02 OK 12 NO

03 Thank you 13 I'm sorry

04 Cancel 14 I'll be there soon

05 I understand 15 I'm late

06 Trouble 16 Change

07 Go home right now 17 Gather

08 At the usual place 18 Wait for an order

09 Urgent 19 Reservation is OK

10 Guest is coming 20 I'm going home first

[0041]
Another type of message cataloged as a shortened

form is provided for custom messages like those listed in

Table 2 as follows.



[0042]
[Table 2]

Custom messages

Meccano

Mi imhpr
Message Description

O 1 Send me monev| I \Ji III III V

32 I'll have a mealIII 1 1%^ » v \* l %^w»

33 I'll be home tomorrow

34 1 love you

35 Good morning

36 Good night

37

38

39

40

[0043]
Besides messages each cataloged in advance as a

shortened form as described above, any arbitrary text can

be transmitted via the first telephone set 50. Such a

text can be formed from katakana and alphabetical

characters on Table 3 below. Each of the characters is

represented by the number of a column and the number of a

row of the character's location in Table 3. That is to

say, each character of a text is entered as a 2 -digit

number to the first telephone set 50 with the 2 digits

indicating respectively the number of a column and the

number of a row of the character's location.

[0044]
[Table 3]

Column

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 a u e o A B C D E

2 ka ki ku ke ko F G H I J

3 sa si su se so K L M N O

4 ta ti tu te to P Q R S T

5 na ni nu ne no U V W X Y

6 ha hi hu he ho Z
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7 ma mi mu me mo

8 ya yu yo

9 ra ri ru re ro

0 wa wo ng

[0045]
A pre- cataloged code can be entered to represent

a symbol to be inserted between numerical characters of a

telephone number. Table 4 associates each pre-registered
code with a symbol.

[0046]
[Table 4]

Operation

code
Symbol

*4 Hyphen

*5
( Left parenthesis

*6
) Right parenthesis

*7 space Blank

*8 / Slash

[0047]
In this embodiment, each of predetermined

messages, each of custom messages and each character of
an arbitrary text is represented by a 2 -digit number as
described above. In order to distinguish such a 2 -digit
number from an ordinary 2 -digit number such as a number
in a telephone number or a number representing a portion
of a time, a variety of signaling codes are provided as

shown in Table 5

.

[0048]
[Table 5]

Operation

code
Meaning

*1*1 Beginning of a predetermined or custom message

*2*2 Beginning of an arbitrary text

*3
End of an arbitrary text and the beginning of characters

following the text

# End of a message



[0049]
The contents of Tables 1 to 5 are stored in the

ROM 3 6 shown in Fig. 2 in advance.
[0050]

Assume for example that it is desired to enter
wCall me! 03-9999-9999" to the first telephone set 50.
In this case, symbols and numerical characters shown in
Fig. 4 (A) are entered. As another example, assume that
it is desired to enter a message saying: "Yotuya Station
9 PM." In this case, symbols and numerical characters
shown in Fig. 4 (B) are entered.

[0051]
The following description explains an operation

to receive a message, an operation to extract a phone
number from the received message and an operation to
transmit the extracted telephone number, which are
carried out by the pager 10, by referring to a flowchart
shown in Fig. 5.

[0052]
The flowchart begins with a step 1 at which the

power supply is turned on by operating the mode button 22
of the pager 10 shown in Fig. 1. At the next step 2, the
control unit 3 0 employed in the pager 10 drives the
display unit 12 to display the time of the day. At the
next step 3, the control unit 30 forms a judgment as to
whether or not the reception unit 32 has received a
message from the first telephone set 50 through the
antenna 14 employed in the pager 10. A message received
by the reception unit 32 is demodulated by the
demodulation unit 34 and a result of demodulation stored
in the RAM 38. If the outcome of the judgment formed at
the step S3 is YES indicating that the reception unit 32

has received a message, the flow of the operations goes
on to a step S4 at which the control unit 3 0 drives the
transmission unit 42 to generate a calling sound
indicating that a message has been received through the
speaker 16. In place of such a calling sound, the pager
10 itself can be vibrated. At a step 5, the control unit
3 0 drives the display unit 12 to display a message with
contents shown in Fig. 1 (A) at the same time as the step
4 .

[0053]
If the outcome of the judgment formed at the step

S3 is NO indicating that the reception unit 32 has not
received a message, on the other hand, the flow of the
operations goes on to a step 6 at which the control unit
3 0 forms a judgment as to whether or not the pager 10 is
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in a message verification mode. It should be noted that,

in this embodiment, after a time with a predetermined

length lapses since the step 5 at which a message is

displayed on the display unit 12, the time of the day to

be described later is displayed. The message
verification mode verified by the control unit 3 0 at the

step 6 is a mode which is established when the return

button 24 or the read button 26 shown in Fig. 1 is

operated after the time of the day is displayed.

[0054]
If the outcomes of the judgments formed at the

steps 3 and 6 are both NO, the flow of the operations

goes back to the step 2 at which the screen on the

display unit 12 displaying the time of the day is

sustained. If the outcome of the judgment formed at the

step 6 is YES, on the other hand, the flow of the

operation goes on to a step 7 at which the control unit

3 0 makes an access to the RAM 3 8 in order to form a

judgment as to whether or not a message stored in the

past exists in the RAM 38. If the outcome of the

judgment formed at the step 7 is YES, the flow of the

operations goes back to the step 5 at which the message

is displayed on the display unit 12 in the same way as

the reception of a message. If the outcome of the

judgment formed at the step 7 is NO, on the other hand,

the flow of the operations goes back to the step 2 at

which the screen on the display unit 12 displaying the

time of the day is sustained.
[0055]

After the message is displayed on the display

unit 12, at a step 8, the control unit 3 0 forms a

judgment as to whether or not the transmit button 28

serving as the first input means has been operated. If

the transmit button 28 has been operated, the flow of the

operations goes on to a step 9 at which the control unit

3 0 searches data stored in the RAM 38 for a telephone

number and the judgment unit 4 0 forms a judgment as to

whether or not a number found in the search is indeed a

telephone number. It should be noted that the judgment

is formed at the step 9 in accordance with a flowchart of

Fig. 6 to be described later.

[0056]
If the outcome of the judgment formed at the step

8 or 9 is NO, the flow of the operations goes on to a

step 13 to form a judgment as to whether or not a time

with a predetermined length has lapsed since the

operation to display the message. If the outcome of the
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judgment formed at the step 9 is YES, on the other hand,

the flow of the operations goes on to a step 10 at which
the control unit 3 0 displays the extracted phone number
of a communication partner on the display unit 12.

[0057]
Then, at the next step 11, the control unit 3 0

forms a judgment as to whether or not the transmit button
28 serving as the second input means has been operated.
If the transmit button 28 has been operated, the flow of

the operations goes on to a step 12 at which the control
unit 3 0 executes control driving the transmission unit 42

to output push signals each corresponding to a numerical
character in the extracted phone number of a

communication partner by way of the transmission unit 42

and the speaker 16. The push signals output by the

speaker 16 are supplied to the second telephone set 52.

Receiving the push signals, the second telephone set 52

makes a phone call to typically the first telephone set

50 used by the communication partner.
[0058]

In this way, the owner of the pager 10 is capable

of making a phone call to the communication partner
sending the message with a high degree of reliability by

using a phone number extracted from the message sent by

the communication partner without the need to manually
enter the telephone number of the communication partner

to the second telephone set 52

.

[0059]
After the push signals have been generated at the

step 12, or when the result of the judgment formed at the

step 8, 9 or 11 is NO, the flow of operations goes on to

a step 13 at which the control unit 3 0 forms a judgment

as to whether or not the display unit 12 has been
displaying a message or a phone number for a

predetermined period of time. If the display unit 12 has

been displaying a message or a phone number for a

predetermined period of time, the flow of the operations

goes on to a step 14 to form a judgment as to whether or

not the power supply of the pager 10 is OFF. If the

outcome of the judgment is NO indicating that the power

supply is ON, the flow of the operations goes back to the

step S2 to repeat the operations described above.

[0060]
The following description explains operations

carried out at the step 9 of the flowchart shown in Fig.

5 to extract a phone number of a communication partner by

referring to a flowchart shown in Fig. 6.
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[0061]
In a mode to extract a phone number of a

communication partner from a received message, the
control unit 3 0 typically makes an access to the message
stored in the RAM 3 8 and the judgment unit 4 0 forms a

judgment as to whether or not numbers included in the
accessed message is a telephone number. The flowchart
begins with a step 1 at which the control unit 3 0 forms a

judgment as to whether or not the message stored in the
RAM 38 includes a string of at least 5 consecutive
numerical characters or symbols only. A number of at

least 5 consecutive numerical characters or symbols is

used as a criterion because a telephone number used
currently for an ordinary line consists of at least 4

low-order numerical -character digits and always consists
of at least 1 digit used as an area number.

[0062]
Only if the outcome of the judgment formed at the

step 1 is YES, does the flow of the operations go on to

step 2 at which the control unit 3 0 forms a judgment as

to whether or not the 3 low-order consecutive digits are

all numerical characters. If the string of characters
included in the message is an ordinary- line telephone
number with the 4 low-order digits thereof being all

numerical characters, or a hand-phone telephone number or

a free-dial telephone number with the 3 low-order digits

thereof being all numerical characters, the outcome of

the judgment formed at the step 2 is YES.

[0063]
Only if the outcome of the judgment formed at the

step 2 is YES, does the flow of the operations go on to

step 3 at which the control unit 3 0 forms a judgment as

to whether or not the number of symbols inserted between

the numerical characters in the character information is

in the range 0 to 2 . Normally, an ordinary-line phone

number entered to the first telephone set 50 includes

symbols such as a hyphen, a slash, a couple of

parentheses or a space inserted between numerical
characters to serve as a delimiter between a long-

distance station number and an area number and/or between

the area number and the 4 low-order digits of the

telephone number. For this reason, a number of symbols

not exceeding 2 is used as a criterion at the step 3. If

the string of characters includes 3 or more symbols, the

string of characters is judged to be not a telephone
number. The rational described above can be said to be

also applicable to a hand-phone telephone number or a
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free-dial telephone number as well.
[0064]

It should be noted that an inserted- symbol count
of 0 is included in the criterion to consider a possible
case in which, for example, 10 consecutive digits of a
phone number are entered. On the other hand, an
inserted-symbol count of 1 is included in the criterion
to consider a local phone call using a phone number
consisting an area number and 4 low-order numerical
characters with the area number separated from the 4-

digit number by a symbol such as a hyphen.
[0065]

Only if the outcome of the judgment formed at the
step 3 is YES, does the flow of the operations go on to
step 4 at which the control unit 3 0 forms a judgment as
to whether or not the string of consecutive characters
excluding such symbols consists of 5 to 8 digits. A
digit count of 5 represents a phone number with a
shortest area number of 1 digit while a digit count of 8

represents a phone number with a longest area number of 4

digits like that of Tokyo. A YES outcome of the judgment
formed at the step 4 implies a phone number excluding a

long-distance station number, causing the flow of the
operations to go on to a step 5 at which the control unit
3 0 forms a judgment as to whether or not the first
numerical character is a non-0 numerical character. A
string of 5 to 8 numerical characters starting with a
character of 0 is judged to be not a phone number.

[0066]
If the outcome of the judgment formed at the step

S4 is NO, on the other hand, the flow of the operations
goes on to a step 6 to form a judgment as to whether or
not the string of consecutive numerical characters
excluding such symbols in the character information
consists of 10 digits. Since an ordinary- line telephone
number, a free -dial telephone number and a portable -phone
telephone number has a digit count of up to 10, the
judgment formed at the step 6 further improves the
reliability of the determination that the string of
consecutive numerical characters is a phone number. If

the string of consecutive numerical characters excluding
such symbols in the character information consists of

neither 5 to 8 digits nor 10 digits, the string of

numerical characters is determined to be not a phone
number. If the outcome of the judgment formed at the

step 6 is YES, on the other hand, the flow of the
operations goes on to a step 7 to form a judgment as to
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whether or not the first numerical character is 0. A YES
outcome of the judgment formed at the step 6 indicates
that the character information is an ordinary-line
telephone number including a long-distance station
number, a free-dial telephone number or a portable -phone
telephone number. In this case, the first numerical
character ought to be 0. Thus, the judgment formed at
the step 7 further improves the reliability of the
determination that the string of consecutive numerical
characters is a phone number.

[0067]
If the outcome of the judgment formed at the step

5 or 7 is YES, the flow of the operations goes on to a
step 8 at which the character information is read out
from the RAM 3 8 as a phone number of a communication
partner

.

[0068]
Assume that the message saying "Call me" followed

by a 10 -digit numerical -character information as shown in
Fig. 4 (A) is received from the first telephone set 50.

In this case, by carrying out the operations described
above, the 10-digit numerical-character information is
extracted as a telephone number of a communication
partner. In the case of the message shown in Fig. 4 (B)

,

on the other hand, the 4 -digit number included in the
message is not a phone number.

[0069]
It should be noted that judgment steps for

extracting information on a phone number from a stored
message are not limited to those of the flowchart shown
in Fig. 6. The flowchart shown in Fig. 6 includes a

variety of judgment steps for improving reliability of
determination that extracted character information is a

phone number. In actuality, some of such judgment steps
can be omitted. As an alternative, some judgment steps
of the flowchart shown in Fig. 6 can be replaced by
others. As another alternative, other judgment steps can
also be added to the existing judgment steps of the
flowchart shown in Fig. 6. For example, since symbols
generally used as delimiters between numerical characters
in a phone number are a hyphen, a slash, a couple of

parentheses or a space, it is possible to add a step to
form a judgment as to whether or not delimiter symbols
recognized at the step 3 are a hyphen, a slash, a couple
of parentheses and/or a space. In addition, if codes
indicating the start and the end of a phone number
included in a message are included as parts of received
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information, the operations to extract the phone number
from the received message can be made even simpler.

[0070]
In the embodiment described above, the design of

the judgment steps is based on the assumption that a

phone number included in a message is an ordinary-line
phone number, a free-dial phone number or a hand-phone
telephone number. It should be noted, however, that the
number of digits in a particular phone number included in

a message may be different from that of an ordinary-line
phone number, a free -dial phone number or a hand-phone
telephone number. Examples of the particular phone
number are an international -call phone number and a

future phone number with a modified digit count. In

order to take such a particular phone number into
consideration, the judgment steps need to be modified.

[0071]
A phone number extracted in this way is displayed

on the display unit 12 like one shown in Fig. 1 (B)

.

Then, as described above, at the next step 11 of the
flowchart shown in Fig. 5, the control unit 3 0 forms a

judgment as to whether or not the transmit button 2 8

serving as the second input means has been operated. If

the transmit button 28 has been operated, the pager 10

outputs push signals each corresponding to a numerical
character in the extracted phone number of a

communication partner to the second telephone set 52 by
way of the speaker 16. In this way, the owner of the

pager 10 is capable of making a phone call to the
communication partner automatically.

[0072]
It should be noted that, while this embodiment

applies the present invention to the pager 10, the

invention can also be applied to another reception
apparatus capable of receiving character information
including a phone number.

[0073]
For example, the present invention can be applied

to a reception apparatus for receiving an FM multiplexed
broadcast radio wave or a communication-satellite radio

wave. Fig. 7 is a diagram showing the configuration of

such an application in a simple and plain manner. As

shown in the figure, the configuration includes a

reception apparatus 60 for receiving an FM multiplexed
broadcast radio wave or a communication-satellite radio

wave through an antenna 62. The reception apparatus 60

is capable of extracting a phone number from the received
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information and transmitting push signals each
corresponding to a numerical character in the extracted
phone number to the second telephone set 52

.

[0074]
Reception of an FM multiplexed broadcast radio

wave is further explained as follows. Much like the
embodiment shown in Fig. 2, the reception apparatus 60
comprises an FM reception unit and a demodulation unit.
The demodulation unit separates a multiplexed signal from
a signal completing FM demodulation. The multiplexed
signal conveys typically an advertisement of a commodity
or the broadcasting station's invitation of requests for
popular songs or the like. In this case, by applying the
operating principle provided by the present invention as
described above, it is possible to automatically extract
the telephone number of a store placing the advertisement
or the phone number of the broadcasting station. It
should be noted that there is also a plan to provide a
pager capable of receiving an FM multiplexed broadcast
radio wave. Such a pager thus needs a configuration
capable of extracting a phone number from both a message
received from a telephone set and character multiplexed
information.

[0075]
A car navigation system is a typical case in

which the present invention is applied to an apparatus
for receiving a communication- satellite radio wave. In
accordance with the car navigation system, information on
traffic conveyed by a communication-satellite radio wave
can be received. Even if the communication-satellite
radio wave includes a variety of inserted telephone
numbers, it is still possible to automatically extract
one of the phone numbers based on the operating principle
described above

.

[0076]
The reception apparatus 60 can be connected to a

remote controller 64 by a cable or through wireless
communication. The remote controller 64 includes at
least the display unit 12, the speaker 16, the transmit
button 28, the transmission unit 42, a RAM and a control
unit for controlling the display unit 12, the speaker 16,

the transmit button 28, the transmission unit 42 and the
RAM. A communication partner's phone number extracted by
the reception apparatus 60 and transferred to the remote
controller 64 through the cable or the wireless
communication is stored in the RAM employed in the remote
controller 64. Then, it is possible to generate the
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phone number of the communication partner in the same way

as the embodiment described above. In this way, it is

possible to exhibit an effect of automatic transmission

of a telephone number assigned to a communication partner

by merely taking only the remote controller 64 to a

location in close proximity to a telephone set.

[0077]
While the judgment unit 4 0 in the embodiment

forms a judgment as to whether or not data included in

character information is a phone number as described

above, another method can also be adopted. For example,

since the owner of the reception apparatus is capable of

visually recognizing a telephone number included in

information appearing on the display unit 12, the owner

of the reception apparatus is allowed to enter inputs

specifying the start point or the start point and the end

point of telephone number included in the information

appearing on the display unit 12 via a third input means.

Then, the operation to extract the telephone number is

based on the entered inputs.
[0078]

Fig. 8 is a flowchart representing operations

carried out by the owner of the reception apparatus to

specify a phone number. This flowchart is obtained from

the flowchart shown in Fig. 5 by typically modifying

steps 9 to 11.

[0079]
The operations represented by the flowchart shown

in Fig. 8 are carried out by the components employed in

the control system shown in Fig. 2 except the judgment

unit 40. When the outcome of the judgment formed at a

step 8 indicates that a command to extract a phone number

has been received as evidenced by the fact that the

transmit button 28 has been pressed, the flow of the

operations goes on to a step 9 to form a judgment as to

whether an input specifying the start point of the phone

number has been received through the third input means

.

The third input means for entering an input specifying

the start point of a phone number typically comprises a

movement input means and a confirmation input means. The

movement input means displays a cursor such as a dot in a

one-character display area on the display unit 12 shown

in Fig. 1 (A) typically after the operation carried out

at a step 7 . The movement input means can be used to

move the cursor over the screen of the display unit 12.

The confirmation input means is operated to confirm the

present position of the cursor. The movement input means
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and the confirmation input means can be newly provided

or, as an alternative, the functions of the movement

input means and the confirmation input means can be

assigned to the existing buttons.
[0080]

After the position of the start point of the

telephone number has been confirmed, the flow of the

operations goes on to a step 10 to form a judgment as to

whether or not an input specifying the end point of the

telephone number has been received. An input for

specifying the end point of the telephone number and an

input for confirming the specified end point can be

entered via the third input means in the same way as the

start point of the telephone number.

[0081]
After the position of the end point of the

telephone number has been confirmed, the flow of the

operations goes on to a step 11 to form a judgment as to

whether or not the transmit button 2 8 has been re-

operated. If the transmit button 28 has been re-

operated, the flow of the operations go on to a step 12

at which the transmission unit 42 transmits dialing

signals such as push signals each corresponding to a

numerical character in the character information between

the start and end points. It should be noted that the

judgment of the step 11 as to whether or not a command to

transmit a telephone number can also be formed at the

same time as the judgment as to whether or not an input

specifying the end point of the telephone number has been

received. In addition, instead of receiving an input

specifying the end point of a phone number, the phone

number can be recognized by the judgment unit 4 0 from

only the input specifying the start point of the phone

number on the basis of the flowchart shown in Fig. 6.

[0082]
[Effect of the Invention]

In accordance with the inventions according to

claims 1 to 14 of this specification, the reception

apparatus is capable of making a phone call to a

communication partner with a high degree of reliability

without the user' s need to carry out a re-dialing

operation based on a telephone number included in

character information received by the reception

apparatus. As a result, it is possible to reduce the

number of incorrect phone calls.

[0083]
Particularly, in accordance with the inventions
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according to claims 5 to 10, it is possible to extract

only information on a telephone with a high degree of

reliability from a variety of messages.
[0084]

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a front view of a

pager applying the present invention.
Fig. 1 (A) shows the state of a display in a

reception mode and Fig. 1 (B) shows the state of a

display in a transmission mode.
[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a control

system for executing control in a message reception mode,

a telephone -number extraction mode and a telephone -number

transmission mode.
[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the front view of a

telephone set for transmitting a message to the pager

shown in Fig. 1.

[Fig. 4]

Figs. 4 (A) and 4 (B) are each an explanatory

diagram showing a procedure to enter a message to the

telephone set shown in Fig. 3 in a simple and plain

manner

.

[Fig
1

. 5]

Fig. 5 is a flowchart used for explaining
operations carried out by the control system shown in

Fig. 2 in the message reception mode, the telephone-

number extraction mode and the telephone -number

transmission mode.
[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a flowchart used for explaining

operations carried out by the control system shown in

Fig. 2 in the telephone-number extraction mode.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram showing an

embodiment implementing a reception apparatus for

receiving an FM multiplexed broadcast radio wave or a

communication- satellite radio wave in a simple and plain

manner

.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a flowchart used for explaining

operations to receive inputs specifying the location of £

phone number in a displayed message and to extract the

phone number from the message.
[Description of Reference Numerals]
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[Name of Document] ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
[Abstract]
[Object] How to provide a reception apparatus capable of

extracting information on a telephone number from a

displayed character message, converting the information
into a format of a telephone set and dialing the
telephone number on the telephone set.
[Solving Means] In a pager 10, a reception unit 32

receives a message from a first telephone set 50 through
an antenna 14, and a demodulation unit 34 demodulates the
message. Character information demodulated by the
demodulation unit 34 is stored in a RAM 38 and displayed
by a display unit 12. When the user enters a command to
extract a telephone number to an operation unit 20, a

control unit 3 0 makes an access to information stored in

the RAM 38. A judgment unit 4 0 forms a judgment as to

whether or not the accessed information is a telephone
number, and extracts the telephone number from the
received message if the accessed information is a

telephone number. When the user sets a phone -number
transmission mode via the operation unit 20, the control
unit 30 drives a transmission unit 42 to generate dialing
push- signal tones each corresponding to a numeral
character in the extracted telephone number and supply
the tones to a second telephone set 52 by way of a

speaker 16. In this way, it is possible to make a call

to a communication partner by dialing the communication
partner's telephone number displayed on the display unit

12 .

[Selected Drawing] Fig. 2
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Fig. 1

A: Call me
B: Transmitting



Fig. 2

12: Display unit
16 : Speaker
20: Operation unit
30: Control unit
32: Reception unit
34: Demodulation unit
4 0 : Judgment unit
42 : Transmission unit
50: First telephone set

52 : Second telephone set

Fig. 3

Fig . 4

Indicator of the start of a predetermined message
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01: Call me
#: Indicator of the end of the message
B
*2*2: Indicator of the start of an arbitrary text
5843811422: Yotuya Station
*3 : Indicator of the end of the arbitrary text
#: Indicator of the end of the message
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Fig. 5
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Start
1 : Turn on the power supply
2 : Display a time
3 : Was a message received?
4 : Call the user
5: Display the message
6: Message verification mode?
7: Does a message exist in the RAM?
8: Was the transmit button operated?
9: Is a phone number included in the message?
10 : Display the phone number of a communication partner
11: Was the transmit button re-operated?
12 : Transmit push signals
13 : Has the message been displayed for a predetermined
period of time?
14: Is the power supply off?
End
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Fig . 6
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Start
1: Does a message include a string of at least 5

consecutive numerical characters or symbols only?
2: Are the 3 low-order consecutive digits all numerical
characters?
3: Is the number of symbols inserted between the
numerical characters in the character information in the

range 0 to 2?
4 : Does the string of numerical characters excluding
delimiting symbols consist of 5 to 8 digits?
5: Is the top digit not 0?

6 : Does the string of numerical characters excluding
delimiting symbols consist of 10 digits?
7: Is the top digit 0?

8: Determine that the character information is a valid
phone number
End
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Fig. 7

62: FM multiplexed broadcast radio wave or
communication-satellite radio wave
60: Reception apparatus
52 : Second telephone set
64 : Remote controller
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Fig. 8



Start
1 : Turn on the power supply
2: Display a time
3 : Was a message received?
4: Call the user
5: Display the message
6: Message verification mode?
7: Does a message exist in the RAM?

8: Was the transmit button operated?
9: Was an input specifying the start point of the phone

number received?
10: Was an input specifying the end point of the phone

number received?
11: Was the transmit button re-operated?

12: Transmit push signals
13 : Has the message been displayed for a predetermined

period of time?
14: Is the power supply off?

End
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